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3CP
specific heat

C defined in equation (A.3.28)

Q gravitational acceleration

hf? latent heat of Vaporization

Nusselt's mean coefficient of heat transfer

k thermal conductivity
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\7, V y—component Velocity, y—component dimensionless
Velocity of the base f ow

ÄZJX parallel coordinate, dimensionless parallel coordinate

$*3,y normal coordinate, dimensionless normal coordinate

oc /6 2 h 33
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F.
2 )_/74-vv-l"

1 ‘/7
(Wg}; , surface tension parameter

E MQ , dimensionless wavenumber

X CP A%F$, heat—capacity parameter
020 defined in equation (A3.27) V'äll

Jil? VV film thickness, dimensionless base flow film thickness,dimensionless disturbance film thickness
gl 8 dimensionless base flow temperature, dimensionlessV disturbance temperature
A wavelength of disturbance

V kinematic viscosity V
ß,f vapor density, liquid density ‘

U" surface tension
ii ZIWZ;. temperature, wall temperature, saturation temperature

A T Z} - 2;,,
¢ defined in equation (A3.2S)
S0 defined in equation (A3.24)
~ ...Q), Wl l}! stream function, dimensionless base flow -.S¤$€&m

function, dimensionless disturbance stream function



I. INTRODUCTION .

When a vapor comes in contact with a body below the saturation

temperature of the vapor, it is observed that the vapor in the

vicinity of the body experiences a phase change. This process

is called condensation and the liquid phase resulting from the
A

process is called the condensate. If a liquid condensate completely

"wets" the surface of the body, it appears as a film of liquid on the

body. This is called film condensation. .

Heat transfer by film condensation is of major importance in many

industrial applications. Consequently, the problem has been subject

to experimental and theoretical studies by many investigators. While

these studies have been carried out for film condensation on various

different body geometries, the vertical flat plate has been studied

most extensively. The previous experimental and theoretical work on

the subject has helped to identify many important features of the
i

mechanisms of heat transfer, but there still exists a discrepancy

between experiment and theory. This results in a considerable un-

certainty range when predictions are to be made. In a review of the

literature, Saberksy [l] noted that the role of surface waves and film

stability characteristics on condensation heat transfer is still not

well understood and suggested that further study must be in the
l

transient behavi¤r of the condensate film. Recently, Gregorig gt al.
i

[2] presented an experimental correlation of film condensation based

on the "most carefully" conducted experiments. 'They recognized the

importance of the Weber number in film condensation. This

.
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suggests that surface tension and hence surface waves are likely to
contribute to the discrepancy between theory and experiment.

Because of the complexity of the mathematical problem governing
the motion and temperature of the condensate film (Appendix I), the
previous theoretical studies of the problem have been based on various

simplifying approximations. One such approximation is the well known‘
Prandtl's boundary layer simplifications. Sparrow and Gregg [3]

further simplified the problem by making the steady-state assumption. _

Under these simplifications they obtained a solution to the so-called
"boundary layer equations of laminar film condensation" by employing
a similarity transformation and using a high speed digital computer.
The available theoretical analyses based on the steady-state assumption

cannot take into account the effects of the surface waves.

The discrepancy between the existing theoretical analysis of

laminar film condensation based on the assumption of steady state .
condensate flow and the carefully conducted experimental measurements

compounded by the observation of waves on the condensate film suggests
that the theoretical models must be modified to take into account the

waves on the condensate. The first step in the development of such a
transient theory is the investigation of the linearized stability of
condensate flow. Linearized stability analyses of laminar film con-

densation have only very recently appeared in the literature [4-6].

The present analytical study has been undertaken to contribute improve-

ments and extensions to the linearized stability analysis of laminar

film condensation.
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The purpose of the present analytical study is threefold. First,

it is observed that the interfacial conditions used in [4-6] are

different from the general formulation of these conditions as pre-

sented by Slattery [7] and Hsieh [8]. In particular, the kinematic

surface condition used in [4-6], while valid for an isothermal liquid

film, does not describe the physical situation for the condensation ·

problem. During the condensation process, the phase change which

occurs at the interface results in a net mass transfer across the

interface. When the problem formulation is carried out by properly

accounting for the condensation mass transfer across the interface

(Appendix I), the surface kinematic condition derived for an interface l

with mass transfer differs from that used in [4-6]. In fact, the

kinematic condition used in these earlier investigations violates the

law of conservation of energy across the interface. It is

alsoobservedthat the effect of the condensation mass transfer on the W
stability of the condensate film has been heuristically accounted for

by introducing a vapor velocity term into the normal stress inter-

facial condition in [4-6]. It is shown in Appendix I that the proper

form of this interfacial condition is radically different from that

used by these investigators. In view of these shortcomings in the

previous analyses of the linearized stability of condensate flow,
V

reinvestigation of the same problem using the proper form of the

interfacial conditions is in order. Secondly, the perturbation

solution to the linearized stability problem is carried out to second-.

order with respect to the dimensionless wave number. The determinathmx.

of the second—order solution is important and it will provide an
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estimate on the region of validity of the first-order solution. The

comparison of the first—order solution and the second-order solution

will be employed when judgement is made on the validity of the results.

Finally, the linearized stability analysis is extended to account for

the effects of the acceleration and convection in the base flow.
l

The literature relevant to the problem is discussed in Chapter II.

The derivation of the linearized stability problem is presented in

the appendices. The equations and bounary conditions governing the

motion and the temperature of the condensate film are formulated in

Appendix I. In Appendix II, the problem is solved by a perturbation

method under the steady—state assumption and the boundary-layer

approximations. The solution found in Appendix II is essentially a

perturbation solution of the same problem which was solved by Sparrow

and Gregg [3]. This solution is used as base flow when analyzing the]

stability problem in Chapter III. The linearized stability problem

is derived in Appendix III. Descriptions of the geometry of thefloware

given in the Appendices. The linearized stability problem, as

formulated in Appendix III, is solved by employing a perturbation

method in Chapter III. The solutions from the linearized stability

analysis are discussed in Chapter IV, In analyzing the results,

emphasis is given to the determination of the neutral stability curves

which identifies the conditions under which a condensate film is

stable or unstable, and to the predictions of critical distances from

the leading edge of the vertical wall up to which the condensate film

is stable. Results are discussed with comparison to the previous

stability analyses and available experimental data.



1:1, REVIEW OF LIIERATURE

l. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF CONDENSATION AND INTERFACIAL PHENOMENA

The start for condensation involves nuclei, i.e., some particles

on which liquid begins to form. The origin of condensation is

accordingly called nucleation. Nucleation can be subdivided into

two categories depending on the type of nuclei: bulk nucleation and

surface nucleation.

Bulk nucleation occurs within the bulk of the vapor away from
4

boundaries such as when a vapor experiences cooling by an adiabatic

expansion. Bulk nucleation can be subdivided into two categories

depending on whether foreign particles are absent or present in

the vapor: homogeneous nucleation and heterogeneous nucleation.

In homogeneous nucleation, sudden expansion results in spontaneous

formation of nuclei whereas in heterogenous nucleation condensation V

can start on the foreign particles already present in the system.

Processes like condensation by expansion in a nozzle, and formation

of clouds in the center of a low-pressure region are examples of

bulk nucleation.

Film condensation is an example of surface nucleation. Surface
A

condensation can be subdivided into homogeneous and heterogeneous

surface condensation depending upon whether the condensation takes

place on the surface of the same substance (its liquid or solid phase)

or on a foreign surface. (Under this classification, the initial stage

·
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of film condensation is heterogeneous surface condensation in many

applications where the nuclei for condensation are located on a

foreign solid surface. After the condensate forms a liquid film on

the solid surface, the process is then homogeneous surface condensa-

tion where the condensing surface is the liquid phase of the vapor.

The "interfacial zone" separating the liquid from the vapor is called

the liquid/vapor interface or simply the interface. The formation of

an interface results in a surface stress (called surface tension)

which acts in a manner to contract the surface. It is also well known

that the normal component of fluid stress is discontinuous at a curved

interface [9]. The physical reason for the existence of surface

tension at an interface has been disputed. According to an argu-

ment given by Davies and Rideal [10], the formation of a free

surface causes the molecules at the surface of the liquid to

beattractedto the interior of the liquid depleting the molecules at _

the surface. This increases the intermolecular spacing at the

surface, resulting in added attractive forces between molecules in

the surface. The added attractive force at the interface is said

to be responsible for the surface tension phenomena.

An important question often raised regarding the nature of the

interface is its thickness. This question has been answered upon

strong experimental evidence that the change in density from vapor to

liquid is very abrupt, the interfacial region being only 1-2 molecules
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thick [ll]. This observation is consistent with the assumption in

the theoretical studies of laminar film condensation that the inter-

face is a surface of infinitesimal thickness from the macroscopic

viewpoint. The possibility of a temperature discontinuity at the

interface and its effects on the heat transfer through the condensate

film has been studied in the past. This is discussed in the next

section.

2. LAMINAR FILM CONDENSATION ON VERTICAL FLAT PLATES

A. Analytical Studies

Heat transfer with film condensation on a vertical wall was first

analyzed by Nusselt [12] assuming that the condensate film is laminar
h

and neglecting the effects of acceleration, convection and time

dependence. Following Nusselt's analysis, one can find the following

expression for the mean heat transfer coefficient for the case of a

constant wall temperature. ‘

Vg ,_. .6; (1)
3 ‘/·L2/A’Z’

Later Rohsenow [13] extended Nusselt's analysis to take into account

the heat convection in the condensate film. Subsequently Sparrow

and Gregg [3] solved the boundary layer equations of laminar film

condensation to evaluate the effects of acceleration in the conden-

sation film on the heat transfer. Their results showed that accelera-

tion and convection are important mechanisms contributing to heat

transfer when K', the heat—capacity parameter, is sufficiently large.
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The results reduced to Nusselt's simple analysis when cr approached

zero. Chen [14],showed using perturbation methods to solve the

[integrated boundary layer equations,that the effect of vapor drag

from a stagnant vapor is negligible for condensate films of Prandtl

number order unity or larger. For small Prandtl number liquids, the

previous results of Sparrow and Gregg were modified slightly as a

result of vapor drag. Yang [15] used perturbation methods to in-
I

vestigate the effect of a nonisothermal wall on the heat transfer

through the condensate film. His results are only qualitative and

his method of solution requires a numerical procedure for calculating

the heat flux. Denny and Mills [16] used a finite difference method

to solve the boundary layer equations of film condensation taking into

account variations in fluid properties, interfacial drag, and variable

wall temperature. They found that when X-’¥-0.02 and PP S 2, the

solution of the full boundary layer equations for a nonisothermal .

wall shows good agreement with the solution from a Nusselt type

analysis. They did not, however, present results for large X. for

which the nonlinear terms in the governing equations are important.

In order to account for the effects of acceleration and convection in

a condensate film adjacent to a nonisothermal wall, Nagendra and

Tirunarayanan [17] and, later, Lienhard and Dhir [18] analyzed the

nonisothermal wall problem using the similarity solution techniques.

The results in [17] showed that nonisothermal boundary conditions

[have an important effect on the heat transfer. (See also the

discussion in [19]). The solutions of the boundary layer equations
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subject to a nonisothermal wall condition as presented in [18] did not
converge to the solution from a Nusselt type analysis in the limit as
WS-+ O in contrast to the previous numerical results in [16]. This
discrepancy between the finite difference results and similarity

solution results were resolved in [20] where it was shown that the

application of the similarity method leads to erroneous results for
the nonisothermal wall problem. Subsequently, the nonisothermal wall
problem was reinvestigated by using perturbation methods [21] where it ‘

was shown that the effect of the nonisothermal wall on the heat trans-
fer through the condensate film disappears as X:* 0 irrespective of
the particular wall temperature distributions considered if equation (1)

is evaluated at the mean value of the wall temperature distribution.

B. Small Prandtl Number Liquid Condensation-—
Discrepancy Between Experiment and Theory

The results from the theoretical studies [3,12-21] show a wide _

discrepancy with experiments conducted with liquids of FL <<l such as

liquid metals. The measurements of Misra and Bonilla [22] for the

condensation of sodium and mercury vapors are S-15 percent of the values

predicted from the theoretical studies. Sukhatme and Rohsenow [23]

argued that the previously published experimental data contained errors

due to the presence of noncondensible gaS&S in the vapor, however,

their measurements were still an order of magnitude lower thé

theoretical predictions. In order to explain the discrepancy between

theory and experiment, they used the kinetic theory, originally

developed by Schrage [24], to derive an expression for the interfacial
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resistance to heat transfer. Their modified theory and experimental

results showed that the interfacial resistance to heat transfer is

important for liquid metal condensation and that significant inter-

facial temperature drop is present during the condensation of metallic

vapors. In discussing their work, however, Bonilla [25] pointed out

that their theoretical model was grossly inadequate. Wilhelm [26]

reviewed the literature on the condensation of metallic vapors and

argued that the kinetic theory of condensation is an inadequate

hdiscription of the interfacial transport processes. He concluded that

the theoretical model in its present form provides only a qualitative

idea of the relative importance of the interfacial resistance to heat

transfer. Fedorovich and Rohsenow [27] accounted for the effect of

possible vapor subcooling on the interfacial resistance to heat

transfer in an attempt to improve the kinetic theory of interfacial

heat transfer. Their results showed better agreement with the experi-

mental data, the data being up to an order of magnitude lower than the

theoretical results. Later, Rohsenow [28] rejected the theoretical

study of reference [27] and mentioned that vapor subcooling does not

occur. Based on an error analysis of the experimental literature,

he concluded that the deviation between data and the kinetic theory

of condensation results from uncertainity and error in experimental

measurements. Merte [ll], on the other hand, suggested that the

discrepancy between experiment and theory results from the variation

of the interfacial resistance to heat transfer with vapor pressure.

The present status of the discrepancy suggests further experimental
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work with metallic vapor condensation and theoretical work directed

to improve the kinetic theory model for the interfacial resistance

Ito heat transfer.

C. Experiments With Liquids of Prandtl Number
on the Order of Unity or Larger

In contrast with the situation with liquids of small Prandtl

numbers, the experimental data for film condensation with liquids of

· Prandtl number on the order of unity or larger show much better agree-
I

ment with the theoretical results in [3,12-2l]. Experimental data
l from different investigations generally give greater heat transfer

coefficients than the analytical predictions [29]. The data of

Hebbard and Badger [30], Shea and Krase [31], Meisenburg,_gt._al. [32]

and Baker, et:_a1.[33], for the condensation of steam give 20-50
percent higher heat transfer coefficients than the analytical results.

The data of [34] and [35] give heat transfer coefficients which g
are 0-50 percent lower than the Nusselt theory when Re > lO.

According to Rohsenow [28], the higher heat transfer coefficients

observed in the experiments are a result of ripples on the liquid film

and vapor velocity at the interface which tends to make the condensate

film thinner. He also explained that the lower heat transfer co-

efficients observed in other experiments were a result of the presence

of noncondensible gases such as air in the experimental apparatus.

In view of the past experimental literature, he concluded that

whenproperaccount of these various effects is taken, the theoretical V

studies which neglect the interfacial resistance to heat transfer
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agree well with data obtained for condensation of non-metallic vapors.

Rohsenow's assertion has been previously verified by the experimental

measurements of Mills and Seban [36] where it was found that the inter-

facial resistance to heat transfer is negligible in industrial appli-

cations of filmwise condensation. Also, their measurements of heat

transfer coefficients showed excellent comparison with the simple

Nusselt theory of film condensation. Slegers and Seban [37] conducted

an experiment with the condensation of n-butyl alcohol in an attempt

to identify any possible interfacial resistance to heat transfer. ‘

They also found that the measured heat transfer coefficients showed

excellent agreement with the simple Nusselt theory with the maximum

difference being only 2 percent. Their results therefore also confirm

that interfacial resistance to heat transfer is indeed negligible

during the condensation of ordinary vapors. Sukhatme and Rohsenow

[23] evaluated the magnitude of a possible temperature drop across

the interface for the condensation of different vapors. While the

estimated magnitude of the temperature jump was significant for liquid

metals, it was only a fraction of a Fahrenheit degree for water vapor

condensation. The results from these investigations suggest that the

interfacial temperature is well approximated by the saturation

temperature of the vapor for most applications of filmwise condensation

except for metallic vapors.

Walt and Kröger [38] argued that most of the existing experimental

data for film condensation is not reliable. They suggested that the

excellent agreement between the Nusselt theory and the experimental
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results in [36,37] was because the condensate Reynolds number was less

than 5 in these investigations, a situation in which the effect of sur-

face waves must be negligible considering the stability criteria pre-

sented by Benjamin [39] and Yih [40]. They presented an experimental

study where possible errors from the presence of noncondensible gases,

vapor velocity, and mode of condensation were eliminated. Their results

. showed excellent agreement with the Nusselt theory in the limit as the

condensate Reynolds number approached zero. The measured heat transfer

coefficients showed a gradual increase over the theoretical prediction

of Nusselt with increasing Reynolds number, the difference between

theory and experiment being as large as 16 percent for‘K2i :g90. They

concluded that the deviation from the Nusselt analysis is determined by

the state of the film surface, an increase in the degree of "film

instability" resulting in a larger heat transfer coefficient than pre-

dicted by Nusselt's

theory.Gregorigg;_gl, [2] discussed the experimental literature for the

condensation of non-metallic vapors. Upon elimination of much of the

earlier literature with regard to accuracy in measurement techniques,

visual control of the type of condensation, and the existence of non-

condensible gases, they concluded that only the data of Ritani and

Shekriladse [41], and Kirschbaum [42] can be considered reliable.

Their measurements together with those of [41,42] showed excellent

comparison when a correlation was made taking into account the varia-

tion of the Nusselt number with Reynolds number and Weber number.

These results when compared with Nusselt's analysis show that agreement
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is excellent as Reynolds number approaches zero. in accordance with

the measurements of Walt and Kröger [38] even though these studies

have been conducted independently and with different experimental

setups. The experimental correlation in [2] gives gradually increasing

heat transfer coefficients from the Nusselt solution with increasing

Reynolds number, the deviation being about 20 percent for Ääl gg90

(from Fig. 6 of [2]). Gregorig_g;„gl& also conjectured the most

probable reason for the deviation between theory and experiment for

larger Reynolds numbers to be the smooth condensate film assumption

of Nusselt, the slightest wave formation being responsible for in-

creased heat transfer rates.

3. HYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY THEORY

The problem of finding solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations

which govern the motion of the liquid film presents insuperable mathe- 4

matical difficulties [43]. It has therefore been customary to make

physically justifiable simplifying assumptions leading to mathematically

tractable problems. Time independent motion is one such simplifying
l

assumption. Solutions based on this assumption, however, have been

found to yield poor descriptions of flows at high Reynolds numbers

where turbulent rather than laminar motion occurs. This raises a

question on the validity of the assumption on time independence in

situations where experiment and solutions of the steady state equations

show disagreement. This question when cast into a slightly different

form: Is the steady state flow stable with respect to disturbances
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imposed on it?, constitutes the problem of hydrodynamic stability.

The stability of flows with fixed boundariesand those with one or

more of the boundaries specified at infinity (such as boundary-layer

type flows) has been extensively studied in the literature [44-49].

The general conclusion from the previous literature is that even finding

solutions to the linearized stability problem is a difficult task. In

the case of flows with fixed boundaries and the Blasius boundary layer

on a flat plate, accurate solution of the linearized stability problem

has been only recently demonstrated by use of electronic computers or

expansions in terms of some particular orthogonal functions showing

rapid convergence behavior [50-53].

The problem of laminar film condensation differs from those problems

with fixed boundaries or that of the Blasius boundary layer on a flat

g plate in that one of the boundaries is located at a flexible free

surface (or the interface) whose location is not known. a priori and 4

must be determined simultaneously with the solution of the problem.

Additionally, the boundary conditions specified on the interface are of

mixed type which further complicates the problem. The laminar film

condensation problem is therefore an example of the so-called "free-

boundary problems". Fluid flows with free boundaries constitute a

class of problems for which there are very few exact mathematical

solutions, and these problems are generally studied by means of

numerical or perturbation methods [54]. The stability problem associa-

ted with isothermal liquid films flowing down a flat surface is closely

related to the condensate film stability problem and is discussed in
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the following.

A. Stability of Liquid Films Flowing
V

Down a Flat Surface

The motion of liquids with a free surface has been observed and

studied by Rayleigh [55] and Lamb [56]. Taylor [57] presented an

analytical study of the stability of an initially quiescent liquid

interface subjected to an acceleration such as gravity. The stability

of an initially quiescent liquid interface when subjected to an

' acceleration has been alternately called Taylor instability [58],

Lamb-Taylor instability [59], and Rayleigh-Taylor instability [60].

This type of instability is closely related to the stability of a

liquid film flowing down a flat surface in which the liquid adjacent

to the free surface is not quiescent initially but has a steady state

velocity profile.

Although the problem of the stability of condensate flow has only

very recently been investigated, the literature on a very similar

problem, stability of isothermal liquid film flow, is extensive.

Because the governing equations and the boundary conditions of the

condensate flow stability problem are similar in nature to those of

the isothermal film stability problem, the solution methods so far

developed for the latter can be utilized to investigate the former.

Benjamin [39] formulated the linearized stability problem of '

laminar liquid film flow down a plane surface and presented an

Vapproximate solution based on a finite power series approximation to

the disturbance stream function. Yih [40] demonstrated the application
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of the parameter perturbation method to the same problem. His results

were in agreement with Benjamin's, yet his method of solution was less

laborous. Krantz and Goren [61] investigated the same problem by

assuming a finite power series approximation to the disturbance stream

function and using a momentum integral approach. Anshus [62] studied

the asymptotic behaviour of the solution of the linearized stability

problem for large and small values of the Reynolds number and a

surface tension parameter. Boyadjiev and Krylov [63] assumed a para-

bolic profile for the disturbance velocity and used the method of

moments (see reference [64]) to solve the linearized stability problem.

They also presented a review of the previous theoretical and experi-

mental work on the subject. The results showed that the different

approximate solutions of the problem give reasonable predictions for

the wave velocity and amplification rate for the data of reference [61]

taken for Reynolds number on the order of unity. Portalski and 5

Clegg [65] obtained experimental data for Rec! 18 and found dis-

agreement with the theoretical predictions of Benjamin [39]. It should

be noted, however, that the approximate solutions based on a power .

series approximation to the stream function break down at high Reynolds

numbers because the stream function exhibits boundary layer behaviour

as/ag-><¤¤[62]. Finding a uniformly valid approximate solution for

large Reynolds numbers, on the other hand, is a difficult task because

of the sharp changes in the disturbance stream function near the

freesurface.In order to find a solution valid for large Reynolds numbers,

Anshus and Goren [66] simplified the Orr-Sommerfeld equation into an
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equation with constant coefficients by replacing the base flow x-
component velocity with its value at the free surface. Their results
based on the solution of the simplified equation showed fair agreement

with an unpublished numerical solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation by
C. V. Sternling and G. D. Towell. Their results, however, contain an _
error of an uncertain magnitude because of the simplification made on
the governing equation. The solution methods for the linearized stabil-

_ ity problem so far available in the literature employ different approxi-
mation schemes and a reliable exact solution valid for all Reynolds

”

numbers is still not available.

While the linearized stability theory is capable of determining
the behaviour of infinitesimal disturbances on the base flow, it is

apt to break down as the disturbances become finite in amplitude. It
is also incapable of determining the existence of an equilibrium
amplitude for the waves on the liquid film. In order to study the .
behaviour of finite amplitude waves and to investigate the possibility
of an equilibrium amplitude, Lin [67-70] formulated the non-linear

stability problem and presented an approximate solution based on the

non-linear stability theory of Stuart [71] and Watson [72]. Lin's

non—linear stability analysis leading to the concept of the so-called
"Landau's second coefficient" showed that the linearly unstable waves
do not grow indefinitely but reach an equilibrium finite amplitude.
Penev gt_g1„ [73] also predicted equilibrium finite amplitude waves

by using the method of moments. The predictions of these investigators

showed excellent comparison with the experimental measurements of the
wave amplitudes on thin liquid films. Byatt-Smith [74], and Krantz

[
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and Goren [75] also studied the non—linear stability problem and

qualitatively established the existence of an equilibrium amplitude,

however, they did not present quantitative results for the magnitude

of the equilibrium amplitude. The non-linear stability analyses so

far studied in the literature have been based on various approximate

solution procedures because finding exact solutions to the non-

linear stability problem is an even more difficult task than finding

exact solutions to the linearized stability problem.

B. Stability of Laminar Film Condensation
on a Vertical Wall ·

The linearized stability problem of laminar film condensationona

vertical wall has been only very recently investigated in [4-6].

Marshall and Lee [4,5] used the parameter perturbation method originally

developed by Yih [40] to find a first order solution with respect to

the wave number. Lee and Marschall [6] used numerical methods and e

found a solution to the problem valid.for any~wave number. The results

from these investigations show that the laminar condensate film flowing

down a vertical wall is unstable with respect to infinitesimal dis-

turbances starting after a negligible distance from the leading edge

of the vertical wall. In these studies the Nusselt solution has been

taken as the base flow because it has a simple algebraic representation

which simplifies the stability analysis considerably. Lee and Marschall

[6] noted that the effects of acceleration and convection in the base

flow can be accounted for by finding algebraic representations to the

numerical solutions of the boundary layer equations of laminar film
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condensation given by Sparrow and Gregg [3]. One of the purposes of

the present investigation is to present a stability analysis which

evaluates these effects. Rather than trying to represent the numerical

results of Sparrow and Gregg in algebraic form, however, the base flow

is taken as the first—order perturbation solution of the boundary —

layer equations of film condensation. The first—order perturbation

solution which accounts for the effects of acceleration and convection

in the base flow is presented in Appendix II.



III. LINEARIZED STABILITY ANALYSIS

[
In this chapter, the linearized stability problem (derived in

Appendix III) is analyzed by using perturbation methods. The solution

procedure used is similar to that of Yih [40] except for minor modi-

fications. (For instance the complex characteristic va1ue,(I, is

not expanded in a power series with respect to the wave number but is

determined by a new procedure). In the first part, a second-order

solution is found with respect to the wave number using the Nusselt

solution as base flow. The first-order solution with the Nusselt

base flow leads to a closed form expression for the neutral stability

curve whereas the second-order solution leads to a nonlinear algebraic

equation for the neutral stability curve which can be solved numeri-

cally. In the second part a first-order solution is found with

respect to the wave number using the base flow given in Appendix II. _

By means of using the latter form for the base flow, the effects of

convection and acceleration in the base flow can be identified through

comparison with the solution given in the first part.

1. THE ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION WITH NUSSELT'S BASE FLOW

The mathematical problem governing the behaviour of infinitesimal

disturbances is given by (from Appendix III):

21
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Equation (A3.29), which governs the disturbance stream function W
amplitude, kp , is the well known Orrv-Sommerfeld equation. Equation -

(A3,30) governs the disturbance temperature amp1itude,'l;0 . Here, E
is the dimensionless wave number given by

6 W= °</·(
where *{== 22-ra is the length scale of the disturbance and c;c,.+iq,

C,. being the dimensionless wave velocity and EC; being the rate of

amplification or decay. For a given base flow, equations (A3.29) and

(A3.30) when solved subject to the six boundary conditions (A3.3l-

A3.34) lead to the determination of (P/qo and ¢Ä;7° as functions of
C. These solutions, when substituted into (A3.35), yield an equation

for the determination of C. Infinitesimal disturbances will grow or
decay with time depending on whether C; >Ü or c;<0 . The condition

for neutral stability is C; :O .

A perturbation solution of the above problem valid for long ‘

waves is found by assuming expansions of the form

cpkp.-; LQ +6LQ 4-EILPL +O(e’).

Substituting (2) into (A3.29-A3.34) and equating like powers of E

yields the zeroth-order problem W

-

{gif: O
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If Ü and
Ö.

are given, the above problems can be solved in succession

Vfor the determination of and . If the heat-capacity parameter,

Y , is sufficiently small, then the Nusselt solution may be used as

base flow to solve the stability problem. For moderate values of X ,

however, the solution given in Appendix II better describes the

solution of the boundary-layer equations and may be used as the base

flow to evaluate the effects of acceleration and convection in the

base flow on the stability of the condensate film. For example, if

P-) l then Fig. A2.l suggests that the Nusselt solution is an

appropriate description of the base flow if K < 0.2. . The base

flow given by Nusselt's solution is found by solving the base flow

problem given by equations (A2.7—A2.ll) and neglecting the nonlinear

terms in equations (A2.8) and (A2.9). It is therefore given by the

zeroth—order solution of the boundary-layer problem in Appendix II,

i.e., -_ _ I Z V .

"ZJ? X
Substituting (6) into equations (3) and (4), and solving these prob-

lems in succession yields _

(Po = 0**72 X 4;+ = IWQÜ/2+ qlyg +4*79.+ a*¤·ys> (7)
“P„= b.}’ 2 W
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where
="Z„ q_.,.l C *-.§. -·’*...L —/" a C-L /7

6 x - -*= - -——·· C .·: •··'·•"" b Sa"' zpzfiqö 6

b = —-W „ b3= ·-———-I'? 6 b+= -%.2
* 67* M +0**/

Substituting the first-order solution given by (2) and (7) into the

interfacial condition (A3.35) yields the following expression for

the eigenvalue of the problem, ¢,

B, + (B1.C =‘- ***7** Ü)

where
I 3 If 7-6 / ^‘ z +

(
= -—-" + ·-——- €

+ -··-/‘-' ""B' if +05* /7* 3 /Z E
___2.[jB7.-ez 0 ++6 Y

5 I 7- — '7—
..·-: ---—- EB3 2+:% /2

YS
B1'. = 6 (I

+Thecondition for neutral stability separating the stable from the

unstable disturbances requires that the imaginary part of C must

vanish. Thus for neutral stability we have

B, B., —— B, B3 = O ‘
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This equation when solved for 6 yields
· I

0 + /0* +00
‘ /2

6.-:. (9)
ZD,

where
x- ..3 __ *..3

6.

3; I =.- g ..l..

The equation for the neutral stability curve (9) which is based on

the first—order solution of the problem is only an approximation.

The regions of validity of this equation may be determined by meansQ
of finding an equation for the neutral stability curve based on the

Q

second—order solution of the problem.

Substituting (7) into (5) and solving the resulting problem,

one finds.
3 + S 6 7 8* 9a QI6

3 -4- S 6 7 8 Q (

where s-"·¤’ -=,-+ ..2z.:_ -·1-1; -6
-5 I9 -7 1 22* - 4 If"G —- G = -——-..... G :: .-2 - GC

+‘^7 +,.Z°‘+”/)» 6 (3 3)"¤'7: 7 6 +,2617
F X ·· ‘s 6<1=——-—¤cc--—¤• 6:........ ......o" a.-.=..L.a1

X lf -— If ; .. K+•—-—-q c °‘—·——·a Q =........- - = -—-—-a+26 ‘“
3366-°*
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5
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Substituting the second—order solution given by (2), (7) and

(10), into (A3.35) one obtainswhere1
°- 7-7- 61 :..6:..·· -·-- K

€
. : 6X" +5 nz ’ X' 720 Pr

”7

y :._ 127 7 :6*:__

,56- "7 +0320*7-1 ’7
_____L__(J_JLZr·*az. 3+’Zo3

3 2..XE+017 ”7
-I'·H -7 ZX 3-‘/* 37K/-' F-7·=Z,
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Hence for neutral stability, the following condition must be

satisfied

V 2
.7

V 1. 7

2. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION WITH ACCELERATION AND CONVECTION EFFECTS

In order to evaluate the effects of acceleration and convection

in the base flow, we solve the first—order stability problem posed
4

by (3) and (4) using for Ü and Ö the equations (A2.l2), (A2.l5),
(A2.l6), and (A2.24). Following the same procedure as in part l,

we find
.L__ Ü ··--3 7-

..· I-5....1.--*.i.—”‘.....-‘—°°···“’77-+:.1-
3·..I....EL -3..L.-·..—’

;_ x -- 5;9.. 5-)‘g‘g°_"7x’7 )y 206+6-1
__‘//I-..)

40
__ -7- -2 -4- -6 -770;* (4WV *4;,7 *427 *45*-’V *4:*7 ))’+4)’?

+67,)*+ +%/5 -1- J6}? + als-js ~



so
where

l

I · .L-Jl ·-- _. · -..éz E-·~lJ;%c(7.zé-·•'°ä··l-__;s’..-s~
____5..__ ___ .. ___ ,

’7L-ll. "·· —..L.· —— I..¤‘-·-~ßj'- #0 I/7*7)* d'V"" /5;
'a·Z’7,v Q7·;'.’7,/7 Z)

Substituting the first-order solution given by (2) and (13) into

(A3.35) one obtains
.-„ _B'

C- @::2. G6
ßg-l··'IBq_where

- Z6 °·_L... ”’·T _I\’ '* “//_..?.K '° ·•-H
__;_ 6 ..5 _L Z/· * 3-3
——— Z /266 Z !.'...T äl. ‘Ba: €(O+«% ÖH '”(zzq-oox +//2.8- +3*/7-)/9 +/s7r’„·¤
-*85606-B3:

2.2;.7.6{I——
__ 5 _ HTL II)gv-“° €<H_3’— ETH

6 ...1.L.Ü = /+ I(15or:- /60)
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The condition for neutral stability is then given by

Hence, the equation for the neutral stability curve is found to be

-5 1.- 5‘-3+55 Z
6 .6 ...................=—3 ' 3 09

2where

—·__/ *"‘ 3l-JL.”“‘*—‘...·—

*-3**..¤’_¤‘+6_;_...7...../*°"‘ .§...@“Ö0
DZ...§. _!/_ __ /269 1 //%°7” 3I)‘·‘·
2""(, +9*0 x (229-00 I -I-//2;**+900-**,

/£?.") .lL-.£.."*.L.¢.=
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Having obtained the zeroth—order and the first—order solutions,

it is possible to solve this problem to second—order by the same

procedure as in the previous section. This procedure, however, re-

quires a vast amount of algebra while the benefits of the enormous

undertaking are believed to be small. It will be observed in the

'next section that the first-order and the second—order solutions with

Nusselt's base flow give essentially the same critical Reynolds

number for common engineering applications. This suggests that the

same situation is likely to prevail when equations (A2.l2), (A2.l5),

(A2.l6) and (A2.24) are used as base flow in the stability analysis.

This is because the two problems are the same except for the small

order (with respect to the Nusselt solution) convection and accelera-

tion terms in the base flow.



IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Given the parameters { , Pr, and/"*, the neutral stability

curve for the Nusselt base flowseparating stable from unstable

disturbances is determined from equation (9) or more accurately from

equation (12). The neutral stability curves are presented in

Figs. 1, 2, and 3 for three sets of values for E , Pr, and f'*.
The values of the parameters so chosen correspond to the condensation

of saturated steam at 100 C with Afbeing equal to 0.54, 5.4, and

27 centigrade degrees respectively for each curve. The parameters

Pr- and /"'* were determined by evaluating the variable properties at

the reference temperature Tw +Ü·33ÄZJ as suggested in [16].

The Reynolds number Re is defined by Re =
ÄIIQZZ =-"-

gg-é-3

where Ü; is the x—component velocity at the free surface,
1:2,

is the film thickness, and V is the kinematic viscosity. In these

figures, the dashed curve corresponds to equation (9). For fixed

values of
€

, equation (12) was solved numerically by the Newton-

Raphson method. The solid curves in the figures correspond to

equation (12). The critical Reynolds number, REG, is defined as

the largest Reynolds number for which disturbances of all wave-

lengths decay with time. —
1

It is observed from these figures that the difference between

the first·-order and the second··order neutral stability curves is

small over most of the E- Réplane. Generally, the first-order

solution _is valid in those regions of the E-Réplane where the

33
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product 6REis small. In particular, equation (9) adequately speci-

fies the critical Reynolds number. The critical Reynolds number in

these figures are 2.9, 5.2, and 7.4. The corresponding critical

Reynolds numbers from the Marshall and Lee analysis [4] are 0.017,

0.17, and 0.70. These are smaller than the present predictions by

at least an order of magnitude. The reason for this disagreement

is the difference in the kinematic surface conditions used in each

analysis. The wave number, 6 , corresponding to RQ are 0.00074,

0.0022, 0.0047 respectively for each curve. These wave numbers

correspond to wave lengths which tend to amplify as Re increases

past REC. Noting that for staturated steam at 100 C and with AT ·

corresponding to 0.54, 5.4, and 27C dis 1.7 x 10-4, 3.8 x 10-4

and 6.7 x 10-4 centimeters respectively, thewave lengths can be

computed from The wave lengths for each curve are found

to be 1.4, 1.1, and 0.90 centimeters. These are in qualitative A

agreement with the experimental observations of Tailby and Portalski

(see [66]) with isothermal water film flow where the reported _

wave length is close to one centimeter. 1

When the Reynolds number is larger than , there is a band

of unstable wave lengths as is observed from the neutral stability .

curves. Given any Reynolds number, there exists a band of very

long waves and a band of very short waves that are stable. As

the surface tension parameter, /-7 ii
increases, the upper branch of

the neutral stability curve ia, lowered. This implies that

surface tension stabilizes the short waves. On the other hand,
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the condensation mass transfer stabilizes the long waves because if

the condensation mass transfer is neglected in the analysis then the

lower branch of the neutral stability curve would have been the E=Ü

axis.

There are two notable differences in the neutral stability

curves from the present analysis and the results in [4,6]. One is

that the critical Reynolds numbers from the present study while

being small are not negligibly small as was found in [4-6]. The

other is that there is always a band of very long waves that are

stable in the present results. Marshall and Lee analysis, on

the other hand, has the
€=·Ü

axis for the lower branch of the

neutral stability curve.

The analyses of laminar film condensation based on the steady
state assumption is strictly valid only in the region from the

leading edge of the vertical plate to the critical distance up to .

which all infinitesimal disturbances will decay with time. This

critical distance may be determined by considering only the first*

order solution since the second-order solution does not contribute

any noticable correction. When the base flow is taken to be the

Nusselt's solution then the critical distance is found by letting

the discriminant in equation (9) vanish. Denoting the nondimensional

critical distance by XC, one finds

">?112... = -L F’i.....D··D11 06}4- DE;
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Similarly, with the more general form for the base flow the critical

Idistance is found by letting the discriminant in equation (15)

vanish. One finds

.- - *41
X< ... [ ll-DIIDJJ*:7+4,/7

D12

The right hand sides of equations (16) and (17).depend only on the

parameters
5,

, and Hence these equations generate a family of

curves (Fig. 4) as the Prandtl number assumes different values.

Inspection of Fig. 4 reveals that when S is fixed, increasing

R-orf'* increases the critical distance and hence has a stabilizing

effect on the condensate film. When the Prandtl number is fixed,
then decreasing K (or A2') increases XC and hence has a stabilizing

effect. This observation is in agreement with the experimental

measurements where the Nusselt solution has been found to agree I

with measurements as ÄT—> 0. It is also observed that for the l
Prandtl numbers corresponding to the curves in Fig. 4, the more

accurate representation for the base flow has a slight stabilizing

effect on the condensate film when E is large. This correction

which is a result of taking into account the acceleration and con-

. vection effects in the base flow, however, is small.

The Prandtl numbers in Fig. 4 correspond to the experimental
‘ conditions of Ritani and Shekriladze [41], Walt and Kröger [38],

Mills and Seban [36], and Slegers and Seban [37]. In these experi-

mental investigations, agreement with the Nusselt solution was
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observed to be within 1-2 percent when AT was 1, 1, 4, 30 centigrade

degrees, respectively, in each experimental study. Table 1 summarizes

the experimental conditions, the relevant parameters and the critical

distance estimation for each of these experiments. Given the para-

meters { and Pr , XS//7*%%:ls determined from Fig- 4. Then the

critical distance is computed from fc = xx; . It is observed from

Table I that, according to Fig. 4, only in the experiments of Mills
4

and Seban is the condensate film stable over the major part of the

test section. Thus the present theory supports the comparison of

the measurements with the Nusselt theory. For the other experi-

ments, however the film is found to be unstable over the major

portion of the condensate film. Since good comparison with the

experimental measurements and the Nusselt theory is also observed

in these other experiments, this situation appears to be not self-
4

explanatory and needs to be explained. One possible explanation
.4

for this is that while the film is unstable over the major portion

of the test section, the equilibrium amplitude of the waves on the

condensate film can be so small there that the waves may not con-

tribute any noticable effect on the heat transfer through the film.

This assertion cannot be tested within the framework of the present

linearized stability analysis. In order to test it, one needs to

predict the amplitudes of the waves on the condensate film and then

determine the effects of the waves on the heat transfer through the

film. The prediction of an equilibrium amplitude, however, is only

possible through a nonlinear stability analysis. Thiä 8it¤8ti¤¤•
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therefore, cannot be. explained any further at this point.

If the heat capacity parameter, E , is sufficiently small,

then we can approximate D; in equation (9) by

D gg .. il 5. ,7 6, V U
2 A 30 Pr 9 I

With this value for D2 and with equation (16), one finds the

following equation for the critical distance up to which the film

is completely stable

4- hf7fc..— .1. {75u-) @2)4- ker ?

This equation exhibits the effects of the various properties on the

stability of the condensate film. For instance, increasing the

surface tension or viscosity stabilizes the film. Animportantobservation

is that given any film condensation situation, the con-

densate film can be stabilized completely by making AZ-• 0. This
·‘

observation is in agreement with the experimental results in [37] '

and [38] where gradual better agreement between experimental re- im

sults and the Nusselt theory is observed as AT is decreased. It „ D

is noted that equation (18) and the critical distance prediction

of Marschall and Lee [4] are very different. The predicted critical

distance in reference [4] is proportional to (Ötövq-whereas the
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7
present ye- is proportional to (At)

4/
. This difference in the

_expressions for Y; results from the fact that the kinematic condi-
tion used in [4] does not take into account the condensation mass

transfer across the liquid/vapor interface.° It is noted that the

critical distance prediction in [4] has the opposite trend that as

AT->O the condensate film is predicted to become more unstable.

Also the critical distance predictions from [4] are practically

negligible whereas the present predictions are small but not

negligible.

Unfortunately the available experimental investigations from

the literature have only concentrated on the heat transfer measure-

ments and not on the study of the wavy nature of the condensate film.

The present work identifies the important parameters and the

conditions when the condensate film is stable or unstable, however,

a quantitative comparison of the present results with experimental ‘

data is not possible. To this end, more experimental work is '

needed to establish the validity of the assumptions and the solution

techniques used in the present work. The linearized stability

analysis determines the region of stability and instability in the

E-}%?plane. It cannot, however, predict equilibrium amplitudes

and hence it is incapable of predicting quantitative heat transfer

results through a wavy condensate film. The prediction of heat

transfer through a wavy condensate film is only possible by means

V of predicting equilibrium amplitudes. To this end, nonlinear

stability analysis remains to be investigated. A nonlinear
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stability analysis for this problem can be pursued by choosing

leither of the approximate solution procedures developed in [67],

[73], or [76].

The validity of the hypothesis on the negligence of the non-

parallelimuin the base flow must be checked through developing a

stability analysis which accounts for the effects of nonparallelism.

Such an analysis is in principle possible by using either of the

methods developed in [77] or [78].



V. CONCLUSIONS

l. The first—order solution with respect to the nondimensional

wavenumber,€ , provides quantitative results for determining

the neutral stability curve in the linearized stability

analysis of laminar film condensation in those regions of the

E - Re plane where the product éR€ is sufficiently small. In

particular the critical Reynolds number can be determined from

the first—order solution for most practical situations.

2. The effects of acceleration and convection in the base flow on

the stability characteristics of the condensate film is small ·

and can be neglected in situations of usual engineering im-

portance. The Nusselt solution may be used as base flow in

stability analyses of laminar film condensation without

noticable error in common engineering situations.

3. The linearized stability characteristics of the condensate film

are determined by three parameters;§.,[%*, and[°*. Decreasing

K , increasing Pr, or increasing [7* has a stabilizing effect

on the condensate film. Surface tension stabilizes the short

waves whereas condensation mass transfer stabilizes the long

waves. ° „

4. The interfacial conditions used in the previous analyses of

the stability of condensate flow do not describe the physical

situation satisfactorily. The future stability analyses must

be based on the present formulation or equivalently on those

of [7] or [8]. .
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APPENDIX I °

PROBLEM FORMULATION

The liquid motion and temperature in a two dimensional condensate

film are governed by the following equations (see Fig. Al.l):

continuity:

~
A)

nl ‘r
" -7-"ux xg, 0 @1)

§¥direction momentum:
N rv lv ^·* N ··•l¢v r• •v

+LJ ~» +VU~ ‘/" = V U~ ~·-· .U? UX )„ f' Fr, cä. 'l' C xy (H12.)

V—direction momentum:
^} nu av ~

vv "'N A, ev
Y? ·+
6;energy:

A, A. ev rvrv .-I •[ rv N
V

Z? *“’Z“; *"“}‘ " kfcr (23;; + Ty;) C"'-**7
In order to complete the formulation we need to specify, in addition

to equations (Al.l)-(Al.4), the boundary conditions. At the-so1id/

liquid interface, the liquid velocity compenents G and V vanish and

the liquid temperature is equal to the wall temperature; that is

rv nl

dtThevapor phase is assumed to be saturated and

’^E=”¢2 et >’*’=*z° @6)
Conditions to be satisfied at the liquid/vapor interface are the ·

conservation of mass, momentum, and energy across the interface.
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Figure Al.l. Geometry and coordinates of flow.
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In addition to these three conditions we have the condition of no—slip

between the vapor and the liquid at the interface and the definition

of the velocity of the interface. In order to derive these conditions,

we use the control volume approach and take a control volume of

infinitesimal thickness which contains the liquid/vapor interface

(Fig. Al.2). In this figure, the unit normal and tangential vectors

to the interface are given by:

<· ^ * * 1_*
= + ev) <°° @°rz **7,, 7;: 1-J I7

7 + ’”J“)
((FH@

— "Zv ·

The velocities of the liquid, interface, and vapor are defined by:

A
~

QV = U? +Vj (@1.9)
'A pv .>• A·* .\

. uf • •
•’O

ev ...\ rv.!=.-. 1.1,,1 + \4_} (mn)
The liquid is taken to be viscous, but the viscosity of the vapor

is neglected. Thus, the liquid stress tensor and the vapor stress

tensor 8.IE giV€I1 by!

A, A- A- ^•—- F +2f·1rU; fl./'(\ä;· + U;)7* = @1.12)pf
nv

~ "'1: +u~> - 21rv~y (V, , P+ 1* /1,
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..8 O7; = @1.:3)
¤ -+5

Because of the phase change at the interface, mass is transferred

across the interface. Since the control volume is taken to be of

infinitesimal thickness, the condition of conservation of mass is
obtained by letting the net mass flux into the control volume

vanish:

.1 - 4, —s -* .1) __ N+- —- O

QTToobtain the condition representing the conservation of momentum, V
we note that the inertia and body forces which are proportional to

the volume are negligible for the control volume of infinitesimal

thickness. Hence this condition is obtained by letting the sum of

the forces on the control volume balance the momentum flux into
the control volume:

Vgyédz..-~ _,—* ,_, „
D+ {Q/-1;).n 1/as at /.-w @1./6
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The vapor phase is assumed to be isothermal and the temperature of

the liquid/vapor interface is taken to be equal to the vapor

temperature. Under this assumption, no energy transfer by con-
L

duction takes place into the control volume from the vapor. The

condition of conservation of energy is obtained by balancing the

heat flux of the liquid phase at the interface by the latent heat

released as a result of phase change:

·* ·‘
·) ~ ·· @116NJ

—‘ =—_ •—l< hr9

Continuity of tangential velocities at the liquid/vapor interface

yields:
_} •-Ä •"‘

pr f"·*
G, ,-:· QO

TMTheliquid/vapor interface moves at its velocity:

rv
JN "’ ~ 'V

L dt f: X

The interfacial conditions (Al.l4-Al.l7) derived here from a control

volume approach can alternately be obtained from reference [7] where

they have been derived from basic principles of continuum mechanics

or from reference [8] where they have been obtained by integrating I

the conservation equations valid in either phase over an infinite—

gimal volume astride of the interface.

when che proper expressions are subscituted into equations



ss

(Al.14—Al.l6), one finds the following conditions:

Conservation of mass across the liquid/vapor interface:

:0 ary:„y @1.19)

Conservation of tangential momentum across the liquid/vapor inter-

face:

U +V— +#·..._.:‘.. —/V x’712 72 '°

O=*(".„°’-1)
af E/*:.:7v

Conservation of normal momentum across the liquid/vapor interface

All r'

-1-
+1/) @/.20

^·'Z.

+ ‘—"—‘—7"""‘—"‘—‘*"‘ " Ö °‘ F?»¢;".., -/x
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Conservation of energy across the liquid/vapor interface:

___

atContinuityof tangential velocities at the liquid/vapor interface:

Ü+.V^’ ... Ü -\7"’ :0 at }“/:,?’ @/.1/Ä7; Y *7;
The proper interfacial conditions representing the conservation of

tangential momentum, normal momentum and energy across the interface

are obtained by eliminating the velocities of the vapor and of the

interface from (Al.20—Al.22). Substituting (Al.l8), (Al.19), and

(Al.23) into (Al.20—Al.22) one obtains

„ „ Ü* ”·· ~..~U? +_ 4_ Ä},. =• 0

dthltfg

+Y5

-· Z/ A7}? 0*7;)
"" V•" j("" av Z..~ QZW“/4-

-’Z«
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Equation (Al.26) when written in the form

7/772q I"! 9% 7,
FH271, N N N ( - )@1- ··/<(¤;· - zam-)

represents the macroscopic mass balance in the liquid film. Hence

this condition can also be called the "macroscopic mass balance

equation", or "the kinematic condition of phase changing liquid

films". It is observed from equation (Al.26) that the kinematic

surface condition used in references [2-4]

IV Ap AJ ,.¢ vv re.. 1 1 1 (7- )vuq? gz O af/7 HN

holds only if the component of the heat flux in the liquid film

directed normal to the interface vanishes. This, however, is not „

possible in the condensation problem because the latent heat

released by phase change must be removed by conduction. It is noted

that if Ü? = constant, equations (Al.24-Al.26) reduce to the correct

interfacial conditions for an isothermal liquid film as given in

reference [73]. Under the boundary layer approximations and steady

SC8.C€ ASSUHIPCILOII, €qU&CiOI1 reduces to

1 rh;} „ ~~>_,O at? }·"1-"’ [91.29)ay +-;-·(v·~?¤ · 7
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which is just the differential form of the over-all energy balance

equation given in [3].

The governing equations (Al.l-Al.4) and the boundary conditions

(Al.5), (Al.6), and (Al.24—Al.26) describe the flow of a condensate

film flowing down a vertical plane and undergoing heat and mass

transfer across the liquid/vapor interface. The last expressiononthe

left hand side of equation (Al.25) represents the normal stress

resulting from the phase change. This term differs from that given

in [2-4]. We note, however, that the formulation presented by

these authors is heuristic and that in order to account for the

normal stress resulting from phase change, they have inserted a

vapor velocity term into the normal stress interfacial condition

valid for an isothermal liquid film without any justification.



APPENDIX II ,

SOLUTION OF THE STEADY STATE

EQUATIONS-—THE BASE FLOW

Under the boundary layer approximations and steady state

assumption, equations (Al.l—Al.4) and conditions (Al.5), (Al.6),

(Al.24—Al.26) reduce to
ü

Ü; +v7 :0 (nz.;)
~~

¢~•~ —[~ ¢‘¤•

UUg· +VU)·; +f PA; ::7, +1J'U)7);· CH2.2)

^' ··/
~ ~ ~Z'~-/- hk - "°„ :.-0 af =^’ 2.5L”7L) ,7,

·>

In this problem, the vapor pressure is taken to be given by the

hydrostatic pressure distribution, that is

Also, the variation of the liquid pressure in the yldirection is

neglected. This problem is made dimensionless by introducing the

following transformations

isom) $"=‘-°()’:"7:'d’7
@2 6)G_ kezü )Q»_„L<é..€’.·,;,%=z·,,,„—4>z#¢?*° '

dfb;} dfb;}
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Substituting (A2.6) into (A2.l-A2.5) one finds

gx +;;..-.0 (nz.?)
1-- _I_—·— .. ·—I +1.:)/ @/2.2)

2*1 U Gx *"äxÖ Z 9// ÜIZFÜ
subject to

'g=V=§_,-:0 orf

/7 (I

Here, ZT is the so-called heat-capacity parameter. A first order

perturbation solution of the problem posed by equations (A2.7-A2.ll)

is found by assuming the following expansions

V =.- V; 4-KV; -I—Ü<?z) 4 @2/2)
___ 1

Substituting equations (A2.l2) into (A2.7-A2.ll) and equating like
powers of 3. yields the zeroth-order problem

üox +%/:0
.-„ ::0“¤„v/ l"'
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@9; .0 0’v’v @2.1j

and the first-order problem

Ü-lx "' SS O ‘

ty} H_ 0 0x ß__ 0 )¢
·

äyx
SÜl-·=_\Ä-=Ö,-=O af y.-.:0
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@

The solution of (A2.l3) is

Uo "" Z y

... _ ( .0 7-
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Substituting (A2.15) into (A2.14) and solving the resulting problemgives ‘/
-- / -~ -

$‘·_ _... —¢·-U1 = Z4}?.
/7Vx/ 6/7- AI /7*),

vl

Z Z 9‘ 7_+ ———-( '” " ” "'/2 8- VVVx°
-- I Ü- 5 I 6T 4*- / —— -19=—··—:.‘—>’ ··""-;Ä—)’ ‘I"""/”x‘7)’ II Q ,,7 /Ü

Substituting (A2.l2) into the last condition of (A2.ll) now leads to

the following ordinary differentlal equation for the dimensionless
film thickness, A7

O jf): O /?Z·/ÜIA

perturbation solution of equation (A2.l7) subject to the condition

Ä? = O Q
is found by assuming I

___ ___ 1,Ü‘ ;—.«% +-LZ +-ÜÖ') @2./9)

Substituting (A2.l9) into (A2.l7) and (A2.l8), and equating like

powers of K gives the zeroth-order problem
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..?__ _- I1 [Z /2216 @2..20)
,9*:0 af x.-.-0

0

and the first-order problem

,„ 3,7 1} ,. 9 -3..1- g 4*·f ....2Ä °- ::·--—-— 4--*** J'-- -° "

2.21
1

The solution of (A2.20) is

,... V,2, = „/z' x ‘* (=12.2®
Substituting (A2.22) into (A2.2l) and solving the resulting problem,

one finds

.. 9 H) V4- V
.-:.- —-·· --—- X HZ.23"Z @(1606 160 Ö

Thus Ai is given by

11 V+ 1 22*/5F9 ."7 @0+ 1606-

IÄOInorder to find the effects of acceleration and convection in

the condensate film on the heat transfer across the film, one can

now evaluate the Nusselt number defined by
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If NUO is to represent the Nusselt number when K-’= O then the
Nuti i f d t b :ra o /Nu0 s oun o e

.. / + ··L F z @2 26)Nu ... __..@....... + O(: ·
0 / + -—- - ——· ./60/i /60

Equation (A2.26) is compared with the results from the exact numerical

solution of the same mathematical problem in Fig. A2.l. It is

observed that the first order solution is a valid approximation to

the exact solution of the problem, particularly if S is small.

Therefore the first order solution given by equations (A2.l2), (A2.l5),

(A2.l6) and (A2.24) can be used as base flow in the stability l

analysis to identify the effects of acceleration and convection on

the stability characteristics of condensate flow.
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APPENDIX III

DERIVATION OF THE LINEARIZED STABILITY PROBLEM
·

In this section we will derive the linearized stability problem

starting from the general formulation given in Appendix I. The

derivation given here is essentially the same of that given by

Yih [40] for the case of an isothermal liquid film flow except for

an additional approximation that needs to be made in order to render.

the stability problem tractable. This additional approximation is

the so-called "parallel flow assumption". The necessity for this

approximation arises from the fact that while the base flow of an

isothermal liquid film is a "parallel flow" (the field quantities

do not change in the x-direction), the base flow of laminar film

condensation is a boundary layer type "nearly parallel flow" (the

field quantities vary slowly in the x—direction). This approximation

has been made in different nearly parallel flows. Kao [79] made

the approximation when studying the stability of two-phase film

bqiling, The same approximation is standard in the studies of the g

stability of natural convection flows [80-82]. The IBl&SiuS

boundary layer, the two dimensional jet, and the two—dimensional

flat—plate wake are also examples of nearly parallel flows where

this approximation is common. Ling and Leynolds [77] investigated

the validity of the parallel flow assumption on the stability

analysis. Their results showed that this assumption is particularly

valid for boundary layer type flows, the non-parallel flow correcckms
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being important in other flows such as jets and wakes. Recently,

Nayfeh gt al. [78] presented an analysis based on the method of

multiple scales for the investigation of the stability of non-

parallel flows. Their results showed that the parallel flow

assumption is the correct first approximation in the studies of

stability of nearly parallel flows. In the present investigation,

the parallel flow approximation will be utilized. It is noted,

however, that the effects of non—parallelism in the base flow can

be accounted for by the methods presented in [77] or [78].

In the derivation of the linearized stability problem, it is

convenient to introduce the stream function,§; , defined by

Ag IV gv IV (6;.1)

Introducing (A3.l) into (Al.l-Al.6) and (Al.24·Al.26) yields

ä- X// /*
~

^‘2
ßs 1«( §'v"’2= 6;+¥ V? X 2/ ff

Q7 :1 éül :1 C)
X / ‘^’ ,
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In accordance with the linearized stability theory [48], we

introduce the following transformations

.;Z;.:..€‘£ =: Ö- + Ü
[_ 4

OT

/< O2'

F 3 ,,
/&,

3
_-.Z. 27 2/7 @2112)

and nondimentionalize the coordinates by

';_;·9{)() Z:
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In this transformation, Ö , , , and xy- are the base flow

quantities, whereas 6 , KP , P , and 7 represent the disturbance

quantities. Ü is related to the base flow velocity components

Ü and V through

¤=°/„ » V=·‘:%· @3::%
and F is given by

- F5:=> = -J-· @3.:5)°’?? 7
When (A3.9-A3.l3) are substituted into (A3.2—A3.8) and the

following action is taken: ‘

(i) °ü)V;§/,;7’° satisfies the base flow equations (A2.7-A2.ll).

(ii) The x—derivatives with respect to the base flow
(

quantities , are neglected from the equations
l

(parallel flow approximation)

(iii) Nonlinear terms with respect to the disturbance V

quantities, Ö , C}! , 7 are neglected from the

equations (linearization)

one obtains

4-EQUy)')} xxyj XXXX R. ty) txx Xxx

+ Ü -- U > C :::3. 6)
F ( " " H3 I7: + —-— +1.: —u W .
Pr

{gt ug'! 7 X (
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14;: 14;), _.,._ GS O od? /v;..— O {03.I@

... ___
_—

.*2
’

,209 _, 9),7 4 af y /7 @3 )

477 ,. Wm 4, S 0 af y.-=7‘ _ Qqzaß

.2 :2 3
._p

+ 2(I T} -1- Ü

/7Here,the interfacial conditions (A3.20—A3.23) have been transformed

from )/:.-,77-/7to X:./7 by means of a Taylor series expansion for °

small /7 . The mathematical problem posed by (A3.l6-A3,23) is

linear with respect to the disturbance quantities and hence admits

traveling wave solutions of the form '

6 - ww @»<1¤(/ß) + CC @529
4, S (1,0) ex1¤(rß} 7- Cc [vgrzs)

F : P6,) -1- CC (03.%)
,7 S cc @2.27)

Here CC denotes the complex conjugate and ß is given by

/_g= €(;(„c't) @3,ZX)
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E is the wavenumber and c is the complex characteristic value of

the following "linearized stability problem" obtained by substituting

[A3.24-A3.27) 1m;¤ (A5.16-A2.22):
1111 1 ll 7+ · F -·~ /1 1 -cf? -26 ...6)-U¢g__ CP CIS yyäb

N @13,29} °
2- ·

‘_ unsLp .. 6 1p = 4eK((u-c>g0- 6),47) (pszo)
1

.= -— ä auf =—’ — @3.32aß /1, 1 / 7 Ö
” 7- " : O a'Zf‘· =" (93.33<P *7 C CP +*7,%/ 7 ”7 )

—— C- Ö- C · Ö ··/D ez 3 ZX-) qbl ° 6/76- ’Z»
.‘s—-· -0 2° -—‘“ @3.37)16-- U Gb "‘ OL )""’7

+ 3. )’ .
I ""‘ I • •-¤ -•-•

+ 6 .-:16 +16 u-c c¢Z° : @3.35-)Pp [PZ, 77 gb ) X /7

The formulation of the linearized stability problem as presented

above is in accordance with the formulation procedure suggested by

Lin [48]. We note that under the parallel flow approximation, the

base flow quantities LT, 9- , are treated as invariant with
respect to the x—coordinate when analyzing the stability problem.

In this regard, the solutions to the stability problems of nearly

parallel flows have sometimes been called "local solutions". In

view of the agreement between local solutions and experimental
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measurements, and an order of magnitude analysis of the errors intro-

duced by the parallel flow assumption, this approximation is generally

accepted [48]. The linearized stability problem posed by (A3.29-

A3.35) is "homogeneous" with respect to the unknowns cf , KP , and /2 .

This property compels the problem into a characteristic-value

problem. A necessary condition for the existence of a nontrivial

solution for this problem is a relation among the parameters of the

formCThiscondition determines the regions of stability and instability A

. of the disturbances induced on the steady condensate flow. The

criteria separating stability from instability is discussed

inChapterIII. _





STABILITY OF A CONDENSATE FILM l

FLOWING DOWN A VERTICAL PLANE

by
Mazhar Ünsal

(ABSTRACT)

The mathematical problem governing the motion and temperature in

a two dimensional condensate film are formulated. The linearized

stability problem is derived under the parallel flow assumption. A

vsecond—order perturbation solution of the stability problem is pre-

sented using the Nusselt solution as base flow. The boundary layer

equations of laminar film condensation are solved to first-order by

using perturbation methods. A first-order perturbation solution of

the stability problem is determined using the first-order solution of

the boundary layer equations as base flow. The first-order solutions

of the stability problem lead to approximate closed form expressions

for the neutral stability curve. A nonlinear algebraic equation for

the neutral stability curve is found from the second—order solution
U

of the stability problem which is solved numerically.

It is found that decreasing the temperature drop across the

condensate film has a stabilizing effect. This is observed to be in

qualitative agreement with the previous experimental studies. It is ·

also found that increasing the Prandtl number or the surface tension



has a stabilizing effect on the condensate film. Critical distances

up to which the condensate film is completely stable are predicted.
° The predictions are discussed with reference to the previous experi-

mental studies. The critical distance 8¤d ¤€¤tY8l 8€8bilitY Pr€diCti°¤S

disagree withp the results from the previous stability analyses.

The reasons for this disagreement are discussed. The results indicate
that the effects of acceleration and convection in the base flow are

negligible in the linearized stability problem for almost all
practical situations.




